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I was recently approached by a publisher who
specializes in academic studies of pop culture, in-
cluding mystery fiction. Proposed project: a com-
panion to Keeler. It would include a short biogra-
phy, summaries of all his novels, sketches of main
characters, and articles on various themes.

I considered doing the volume, and discussed
co-editing it with one of ourmost dedicated, long-
timemembers. But in the end, we decided to pass.
KeelerNews is already thebestKeeler companion,
inmyopinion. It allowsus to explore theKeelerian
universe in a free, whimsical, and pleasingly semi-
random way. How un-Keelerian it would be to
presentKeelerania in a flat, linear, sober style.HSK
was, above all, a trickster and a jokesterwhowant-
ed to tickle our brains. I like to believe thatKeeler
Newswould tickle his.

✍
Has Keeler peaked? According to the Google

Books Ngram Viewer, the name “Harry Stephen
Keeler” appeared most frequently during his life-
timearoundthe1930s,andmorerecently therewas
a spurt of interest around 2009. Personally, I enjoy
researching something rich and obscure. (Would
the Keeler Companion have caused a new spike in
popularity? I sincerely doubt it.)

✍
This issue is a short one, but it allows me to pub-
lish two issues in a calendar year for the first time
since 2017. I hope to have more submissions from
readers for our next issue. You’ll find a call for
“nominations”onourbackpage. I alsoalwayswel-
come letters, bookreviews, favorite sentences from
the master, and whatever else catches your fancy.
Here’s an idea: open a Keeler novel at random,

choose a page at random, and produce an annotat-
edversionof thatpage, tracingall theallusionsand
observing all the nuances of Keeler’s prose. I think
you’ll prove that the possibilities for Keeler schol-
arship are practically endless.

https://site.xavier.edu/polt/keeler
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Who needs cover artists when you have artificial intelligence?
Within the past year, AI-generated imagery has grown in popularity and feasibility. There are several sites

where you can simply submit some text and have a computer create an image based on that text. A low-
resolution image may be free; more complex creations cost something, since they require a lot of computing
power. In essence, these services perform an image search based on your text, then build a new image that
develops through calculating probabilities. The results can be beautiful, chaotic, or disturbing.
Here’s an example of the construction of an image that resulted when I entered the text “Riddle of the

Traveling Skull Art Deco“ on the NightCafé website.

AI-generated images can be truly dreamlike. They give me a feeling of surreal logic, not unlike the stories
of ... guess who.
This uncanny postmodern technologymakes it possible for us to play a new kind of game. On the next two

pages, you’ll find 24 images generated by neuralblender.com, hotpot.ai, and nightcafe.studio solely on the
basis of titles of Keeler novels. Can you guess the titles from the images? Answers on page 9.
You can go to these sites and similar ones yourself, enter your favorite title, and see what they generate; the

result will be different every time. If you get some great images, send them my way and I’ll publish them in
thenextKN.Oh,andincaseyou’rewonderingwhatAImakesof the text“HarryStephenKeeler,”hereare three
“portraits” of our hero. —Ed.

THE CoVER GaME
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Here’s more AI-generated strangeness for you. On the last page of our previous issue I wrote, “Apps such
as Remini can animate faces in photos. Try it if you dare.”Awell-knownphoto ofHSK, run throughRemini,
gets colorized and mobilized. Here are two still shots from the video.

But can artificial intelligence write a Keeler story? It’s getting close. Computers can do things like generate
quasi-Shakespearean phrases by drawing on Shakespeare’s corpus using a program that “processes lan-
guage in patterns derived from the position of words in relation to the position of all other words in a given
text” (StephenMarche, “The Shakespeare Algorithm,”New York Times Book Review, Nov. 28, 2021). I predict
thatwithin thenext year or two,we’ll be able touse theKeelerKorpus to generate paragraphs that theMaster
could have composed.Meanwhile, you can start with a sentence fromKeeler, such as the opening line of The
Riddle of the Traveling Skull, and see where AI takes it. These texts were generated by Zyro:

I KNEW full well, when the Chinaman stopped me in the street that night and coolly asked me for a light
for his cigarette, that a light for his cigarette was the last thing in the world he really wanted! In fact the
whole trip from San Francisco to New York had been spent contemplating what I should have done if
someonewere ever out therewhowished tomurder. How could they? Theywould find himor herself no
safer than here on this island of ours; why not share all their problems with us? Would it be too much to
ask any intelligent person at once to admit our friendship is only temporary and then walk away like we
did after Pearl Harbor? And how must such an apology sound just now—a confession—and yet please
give up one's life before trying? "In your case you will try everything," said Mr Tinkle.

I KNEW full well, when the Chinaman stopped me in the street that night and coolly asked me for a light
for his cigarette, that a light for his cigarette was the last thing in the world he really wanted! The instant
I gave him one it exploded. He looked at mewith such contempt and disgust; why should anyone get up
early to take on anyperson soungrateful?Andyetmy curiosity ledquickly over to see if anythingof value
would remain among those old articles which were tossed about like rubbish into all manner befouled
corners. My first thought thereupon came from behind: "Well?" Then after looking round they showed
nothing but dirty rags— torn shirts, their collars broken by years of abuse or death— slops poured down
upon them outwards through holes cut away around each edge rather than towards us as though—

https://zyro.com/ai/content-generator
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Keeler on Computers
In the ’60s, HSK began to get interested in computing
technology.Computers arementioned three times inThe
Keyhole, his personal newsletter:

Thelma ... is one of a family, born to one pair of
parents, of 8 siblings, all of whom are girls. The
mathematical chance of this happening—8 siblings
of one sex—in advance of its happening, is 1 over 2
to the 8th power, or 1 in 256. In view of the fact that
in all the families on earth there are countless ones
with no children, countless ones with only one, or
only two, and so on up,wemay say that themathe-
matical chanceof therebeing8 siblings is 1over “X”
but “X” is a huge figure. The chance, then, of an
unborn, unconceived child becoming eventually
one of 8 sisters, with no brothers in the picture, is 1
over 2 to the 8th power times 1 over “X”, and if we
modestly assume “X” to be about onemillion, then
the chance of becoming one of 8 sisters is 1 in
256,000,000 or 1 in a quarter billion. Congratula-
tions, Thelma, for having achieved the almost
mathematical impossible, but commiserations to
us, for our Univac computer just blew up! (1962)

The Chicago Daily News indignantly demands
today—hell no, we’re not fooling!—the News de-
mands indignantly that since a new computer re-
cently invented proves that St. Paul wrote only Ro-
mans, First Corinthians, SecondCorinthians, Gala-
tians and Philemon, of all the Epistles attributed to
him in the New Testament, the computer work out
the names of the authors of all the rest. (1964)

The story (The White Circle) we note, though re-
vealing considerable details about life in 4011A.D.,
has not a single bedroom in it, which leads us to
infer thatMr. Keeler believes that in 4011 therewill
no longer be any sex activity, children being then
created by computers, or else not created at all.
(1966)

In the 1965 novel Strange Journey, a collaboration
with Thelma, the hero, BakerbyKell, is a computer scien-
tist—and it seems that, much like today’s AI, he works
with an innovative computer that uses statistics to gen-
erate some eerily human results ...

“By calling, he’s a—a statistician and—and busi-
ness analyst. Yes, has had some kind of combined
statistical education that makes it possible for him
todo that lineofwork.Butalso,hehasaspecific and
particular vocation, proclivity, talent, sphere, call it
what you want—processing data that has to go
through that new computer called the X-119—”
“Yeah, a marvel they say—works on a different

plan thanmost computers—anddata for it has tobe
lined up a different way—but once lined up, the
machine can get results the others can’t—”

“Indeed, what can one do when a Machiavellian
schemerconcoctsapracticallyperfect schemetoget
one little girl? Yes, what can one do—against love?
—L—O—V—E—sexless and spiritual—and aman
who can operate an X-119 computer?”

“Well, I met the Professor because he heard we
had anX-119 computer—which can do some really
astounding thingswhere infinityenters intoaprob-
lem—it’s a—a sort of living integral calculus, no
fooling. Or am I over your head? Like, for instance,
if onewanted—well, he once brought tome a prob-
lem to be processed involving a comparison of the
total gravity in the Universe—if one accepts
Hoyle’s theory of the evolution of galaxies since in-
finite negative time into anexpandingUniversego-
ing forth into infinite plus time at a rate based on
most of the galaxies receding from each other at an
increasing velocity exceeding that of light—and
others at a velocity not equaling that yet—a com-
parison of such total gravity, as Iwas about to try to
explain, at a time called—by him—t—as against a
time called t-prime, 500 years apart. Believe it or
not, but our machine would give a comparison in
finite terms of this infinite tie-up.”

“I believe I did hear some reference once, yes, to
some absurd experiment the two of you did with
some computer.”
“Yep, that was me, and proved that computing

machines have a sense of humor, as much as, I be-
lieve, the Professor himself did!”
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Letters
In reading thematerial about theoriginal versionof
Y. Cheung, it came to me in the blink of a gnat’s
eyelash that the cadence of the protagonist’s name
wasexactly thesameas thatof thecoonskin-capped
hero of all us kids back in 1954. In another blink I
had written the first verse of a theme song for Har-
ry’sguy.Thosewhowerestill studyingtobe fetuses
back then can find the tune by going on YouTube
and searching for “DavyCrockett, King of theWild
Frontier” and, perhaps, add some more verses to
mine.

Indianapolis is where he went
To locate a leak for a business gent,
A mild mannered fellow sort of like Clark Kent
But whatever he said he emphatically meant.

DANIEL! DANIEL EUSTON!
LOCATOR OF BUSINESS LEAKS!

Mike Nevins
St. Louis

Thank you for your recent Keeler-feeler. It filled a
joyous spanwhile I prep off towardworkdom. The
incongruous nature always intrigues, mystifies,
and befuddlesmygreymatter into delving further.
It also remindsme that somewhere hither or dither
I have some lost rareKeeler buried corpse. Oneday
I’ll locate those tomes of The Illustrated Companion,
complete runs of each story.
If anyone is ever interested in acquiring Keeler

newsprintvia theChicagoLedger, I’msure I stillhave
spare copies languishing. With pulp prices on the
insane rise, I’ve noticed thatCLshave sold formore
than normal, though several nondescript issues
continue to sell for pennies vs. others.

Morgan Wallace
Orlando, Fla.

I really enjoyed KN #92. That is, until I stumbled
across your nefarious scheme tounload theprinted
volumes of earlier issues.
Of course, the suggestion was implanted subtly,

at theoutsetof the issue. Ihadconsciously forgotten
it by the time I got to the pages showing the pristine

first editions and rare magazines of fellow Kee-
lerites. I began to feel a void within—and without,
a bigger void onmy shelves. And then you provid-
ed the coup de grâce with themouth-watering pic-
tures of signed Keelers from the Heritage auction.
Thevoidhadbecomeablackhole to the square root
of -1.What to do?A subliminal itch: go toAmazon!
Buy all four volumes of the Keeler News, complete
from A to Izzard! Such a relief.
And only now do I see the subtle weave of your

webwork.
Michael Saler
Berkeley, Cal.

I developed an interest in Harry Stephen Keeler af-
ter hearing about him in the I Don’t Even Own A
Television podcast [by J. W. Friedman and HSKS
member Chris Collision]. On a whim, I convinced
myfriend Julian to readasummaryofTheManWith
The Magic Eardrums on a [gaming] stream she does
with my other friend, Jane (https://youtu.be/
xYioN7BPYBU).

Since we all enjoyed the first summary, I have
since read the other three books in the series of
which Magic Eardrums is a part and summarized
themon a small forumwe all post on, and then had
Julian read the summaries (https://heapershang-
out.com/index.php?p=/discussion/17331/harry-
stephen-keeler-s-the-skull-in-the-box-series-sum-
marized/p1).
Does this qualify me to be a member of the Soci-

ety?
Michael McCormick

Zelienople, Pa.
Yes.

https://youtu.be/xYioN7BPYBU
https://youtu.be/xYioN7BPYBU
https://heapershangout.com/index.php?p=/discussion/17331/harry-stephen-keeler-s-the-skull-in-the-box-series-summarized/p1
https://heapershangout.com/index.php?p=/discussion/17331/harry-stephen-keeler-s-the-skull-in-the-box-series-summarized/p1
https://heapershangout.com/index.php?p=/discussion/17331/harry-stephen-keeler-s-the-skull-in-the-box-series-summarized/p1
https://heapershangout.com/index.php?p=/discussion/17331/harry-stephen-keeler-s-the-skull-in-the-box-series-summarized/p1
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I read through about half of Under Twelve Stars
today and absolutely love it. Looking forward to
beginningmysixthKeeler inaboutamonth. Ihave
been collecting Harry for over ten years and am
now having the time to really invest myself in his
catalog and enjoying every minute of it!
I’ve found Keeler to be truly one of the few

writers I can read a lot. I even findhimmore enter-
taining than all of the beat generationwriters. The
plots to his stories are just incredible, and I can
always feel a moral to each story. Keeler really
knew how to write well.
I look forward to your next newsletter. Thank

you somuch for creating and running the society.
It’s good to know that I’m not alone in this world
and that there are people really keeping Keeler’s
stories and legacy alive.

Maxwell Seeman
Littleton, Colo.

I have been a fan of the work of Harry Stephen
Keeler for quite some years nowand cannot really
explainwhy I haven’t emailed youbefore to ask to
join your Harry Stephen Keeler Society!
I guess my interest in Keeler, while never wan-

ing, waxes only occasionally into a full-blown
“Keeler kick” and I happen to be on one now, hav-
ing readTheAmazingWeb (truly a page turner!) on
a transcontinental plane flight this summer
(downloaded in pdf from the Internet Archive on
an impulse before takeoff, so I wasn’t literally
turningpages), followedby thepurchase at a local
bookstore of a first edition ofX. Jones—Of Scotland
Yard that I’dbeencoveting forsometimeandfinal-
ly splurged on.
I own a small shelf of Keelers, some original

Dutton and Ward Lock hardbacks and a handful
of Ramble House paperback reprints, all equally
cherished, ifnot all in fact, asyet, read, Iwill admit.
In fact, I’ve been about halfway throughTheMatil-
da Hunter Murder for probably about ten years
now and obviously will need to start again from
the beginning when I next open the book. Not a
knock against that particular title, it’s actually one
of my favorites, so far.
Anyway, I would love to at long last make my

Keelerobsessionofficial bybecomingamemberof
the Society.

J. Allan Horrocks
San Francisco

the Cover Game:
ANSWERS

1. The Riddle of the Traveling Skull
2. The Man With the Wooden Spectacles
3. The Box from Japan
4. The Man With the Crimson Box
5. The Girl With the Lavender Gripsack
6. The Bottle With the Green Wax Seal
7. Find the Clock
8. The Sharkskin Book
9. The Skull of the Waltzing Clown
10. Y. Cheung, Business Detective
11. The Voice of the Seven Sparrows
12. The Amazing Web
13. The Chameleon
14. The Case of the Transposed Legs
15. The Case of the Jeweled Ragpicker
16. The Case of the Ivory Arrow
17. The Face of the Man from Saturn
18. The Spectacles of Mr. Cagliostro
19. Finger! Finger!
20. Behind That Mask
21. Thieves’ Nights
22. The Man With the Magic Eardrums
23. Sing Sing Nights
24. The Green Jade Hand

scorING
1-10 correct: Read more Keeler
11-15 correct: Take more hallucinogens
16-20 correct: You have a knack for this
21-24 correct: You’re making me nervous

Can anyone
provide a color
version of this
dustjacket for the
Ward, Lock version
of the novel known
in the US as The
Washington Square
Enigma?
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You are invited to nominate
the most Keeleresque

• real person’s name
• real news item
• real quotation

of the years 2021 or 2022!

NewMembers
Horrocks, J. Allan, San Francisco
Liška, Pavol, New York City
McCormick, Michael, Zelienople, Pa.
Snair, Steve, Halifax, N.S.
Van Vleet, Michael, El Cerrito, Cal.
(a town once called Rust)

A Sentence from the Master
The skull, thanks to apparently long burial in the
ground of the human head of which it had been
the—the nucleus!—was fairly denuded of—well
—of organic material—if you don’t mind, Mr.
King, my euphemism for dead flesh!—yes—and
it took very little boiling, on Speevy’s part, in an
old rusty kettle—and little or no scraping after
that—to convert it into a clean specimen of
craniology.

The Man With the Magic Eardrums

ADS TO DIE BY: SHORT
STORIES by Theodore Moracht.
Includes the story “OCDTV”:
“Malcolm relaxes in front of the
TV all set to watch The Order of
Buttons (The Adventure's of
Howard's Perfect Life) when the
show is cancelled in favor of a
trashy show in which two
nobodies, together with Ed Wood
reincarnated as a marijuana tree
and Harry Stephen Keeler's brain
in a China doll, get high and read
a cheesy sci-fi story from the sixties, interrupting the
story with comments, some of which are intelligent
but most are not. Kind of like MST3K for books.” Self-
published book available on Amazon for $5.99.

Thanks to JimWeiler foruncoveringHSK’sobit in
Variety. A few corrections and additions:
Sing Sing Nights inspired two films.
Both Eardrums and the TV play were based on

the short story “The Services of an Expert.”
Harry’swidowwas,of course,Thelma“Tertza“

Rinaldo Eaton Keeler, and it was Harry’s
infatuation with Thelma in the late 1920s that
drove Hazel to write Dangerous Toys.


